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0. Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with the space of minimal surfaces with
boundaries.
For each Jordan curve Γ in Rn the existence of minimal surfaces spanned
by Γ is well known. We are interested in the behavior of such minimal sur-
faces as their boundary contours vary. In what case a minimal surface moves
smoothly according as its boundary varies? And in what case a minimal sur-
face vanishes or branches out into two or more minimal surfaces as a result
of a perturbation of its boundary? Although we have not yet succeeded to
answer such questions perfectly, we can prove a certain local property of the
space of minimal surfaces, which is the first step of our attempt to solve the
above mentioned problem. In this paper we shall derive it.
Let us restrict ourselves to minimal surfaces spanned by Cr'*-curves (r>2,
0<α<l). Consider a regular minimal surface/0 spanned by a regular analytic
Jordan curve. Then we shall show that in a neighborhood of /0 the set of
all minimal surfaces is isomorphic in a very natural way to an open set of an
infinite dimensional Banach space (Corollary 4.6).
There exist some interesting results of other authors relating to our con-
cerns. Using Sobolev spaces instead of Cr'Λ, Tromba [9] proved the existence
of an open and dense subset γ of all "fine embeddings" in Hk(Sl, Rn) (k>7),
such that the set of minimal surfaces spanned by Γe^ are "differentiable
functions'' of Γ. On the other hand Bϋhme [2] derived a more general result,
but only in case n—3, employing the classical Weierstrass representation formula
for minimal surfaces. More recently Bόhme and Tromba [3] proved the exist-
ence of an open and dense subset A of all Hr embeddings with total curvature
bounded by π(s—2) (for integers r and s, r>s>7) such that the number of
all minimal surfaces spanned by TEΞA is finite and these minimal surfaces are
"stable" under perturbations of Γ.
If the boundary of our surface /0 is contained in the Bϋhme's or Tromba's
set of curves, our result may be almost trivial. But it should be noted that
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a regular analytic Jordan curve is not necessarily an element of the Bϋhme's
or Tromba's set and that every minimal surface with least area spanned by
an analytic curve is regular up to the boundary (Gulliver and Lesley [4]).
In proving our main result the infinite version of the inverse mapping
theorem will play an essential role. Hence in order to make the set in ques-
tion into a vector space we define a minimal surface with boundary as a more
general surface than the ordinary one. Namely, the boundary of our minimal
surface is not necessarily a Jordan curve but is allowed to intersect itself. But
because of the locality of the assertion every resulting minimal surface of our
main theorem is a solution of the usual Plateau problem, that is a minimal sur-
face spanned by a Jordan curve.
This paper is constituted as follows: After preparations in section 1 we
give in section 2 another characterization of 9JΪ, a space of minimal surfaces.
In section 3 we show some algebraic properties of Banach spaces of holomor-
phic mappings, one of which gives an example of infinite dimensional Banach
space which is not a Hubert space, and yet is splitted into two infinite dimen-
sional subspaces. Finally in section 4 we prove the above mentioned result
by means of our results obtained in section 3 and the inverse mapping theorem.
In applying the results of section 3 it is essential that /0 can be analytically ex-
tended across its boundary.
1. Preliminaries
In this section we give some fundamental notations and definitions.
Let Γ be the image of a continuous mapping γ of 9B into R" (n>2), where
B^= {(u, v)(ΞR2\u2+v2<\}
and dB is the boundary of B. Then we define a minimal surface f spanned by
Γ as a mapping / which belongs to the class C\By R") Π C2(B, R") and satisfies
the differential equations
(1.1) Δ/=0,
(i 2) l/ . l ! =l/,l ' , /„•/„ = o
in B together with the following boundary condition:
There exists a topological mapping τ: dB-+dB such that
(1.3) / |3S^γoτ.
We call such/generically to be minimal surface with boundary.
Let r be an integer not smaller than 2 and let 0<α<l. The space
Cr'*(B, R") is a Banach space with the norm given by
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c
r,<* = max sup 4- max sup
9z/W-v
(Adams [1]).
We denote by § the subset of Cr *(B, Rn) consisting of those mappings
/eCr %B, R") which satisfy only the condition (1.1) in B. Then ξ) is a closed
subspace of Cr %B, /?*), so ξ> itself is a Banach space.
Now let us define 9JΪ as a subset of ξ> which consists of all mappings /£Ξφ
satisfying the condition (1.2) in B. It should be noted that if the contour Γ
is of class Cr>* and regular, each minimal surface spanned by Γ belongs to
Cr'*(β, Rn) (Nitsche [7]). Therefore 90Ϊ contains all minimal surfaces spanned
by regular Cr'Λ-boundaries.
2. Another characterization of 3JI
We employ the complex variable w—u+iv in place of the Cartesian co-
ordinates (u, v) identifying R2 with C. Let H be the space of all mappings
A^Cr~1'<*(jB, C) which satisfy the condition
(2.1) /*- - 0
in B. Then H becomes also a Banach space as a closed subspace of a Banach
space Cr-l *(B, C).
For each/H/1, ••-,/") in §, set
n 1 *
If £ is a real-valued harmonic function in β, g
w
= — (gu—igv) is holomorphic in
B. So we can obtain the following
Lemma 2.1. φ is a C°°-mapping of ξ> into H and
Proof. Let /—(/\ •*•,/*) and g=(g1, •••,£*) be arbitrary elements of φ.
Then
Φ(/+*)-φ(/) =
 7 l . ._ - . ^
where
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and 2 *Σιfj
w
gj
w
 is linear with respect to g. Therefore φ is Frechet differ entiable
y=ι
at / and the Frechet derivative of φ at / is given by the following formula:
(2-4)
From (2.4) we see the mapping Dφ: ξ>->L(ξ>, H) is linear, where L(£>, H)
is the space of all linear mappings of φ into H. Hence Dφ is infinitely differ-
entiable in the sence of Frechet, which means that φ is a C°°-mapping.
(2.3) is trivial from the definitions of 9JI and φ. Q.E.D.
3. Some algebraic properties of spaces of holomorphic mappings
Although the following result can be derived using the Weierstrass' canon-
ical product (Rudin [8], p. 329), we include an elementary alternative.
Theorem 3.1. Let Rly ~,Rm (m>2) be polynomials with complex co-
efficients which have no common zeros to all Rjy j~l, ~,m. Then
(3.1)
where
Proof. In case that some J?y is identically zero, the other RjS vanish no-
where by the assumption, so that (3.1) is trivial. Therefore we may assume
that no RJ is identically zero.
Obviously it suffices to prove the inclusion:
(3.2) Ϋ^RjHlDH.
/ — i
To do this it is sufficient to show
(3.3) Σ #y#=>l,
which will be obtained by induction with respect to the number v=vl+v2-\-
•• +ϊΊ«> where Vj is the degree of R} (j = l, •••, m).
The conclusion follows rather trivially for 0<v<m. Indeed if 0<z><
m—l, some VJQ must vanish, which means RJQ is non-zero constant. Therefore
And if v=m, some VJQ equals 0, otherwise each Vj equals 1 (j=l, •••, m). In
the former case, (3.3) is proved similarly as above. In the latter case, there
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exist someyi and/2 (I^jι<.j2^m) such that the unique zero of R} is different
from that of R,
 2 by the assumption. So we can write
where none of «!, α2, and βι—β2 vanish. Hence
Next suppose that (3.3) is valid for v=N>m, and we prove it for v—
ΛΓ-fl Because N+l>m, at least one Vj is not less than 2. We may assume
*Ί>2 without loss of generality. Let β be one of zeros of R± and set
From the assumption of the induction we know
and
ntf j LI __|_NfcΓΊ D 'Lj __ 1
for some h\ -, A", k\ ••-, ft"sfl . Hence
Q.E.D.
Corollary 3.2. Le£ A1, •••jA1" (m>2) be elements of H. Assume that no
point of B is a zero of every hj and that each hj can be extended to a holomorphic
function on en open set containing B. Then
y=ι
Proof. If some A; is identically zero, the result is trivial. Hence we
may assume that none of hj is identically zero.
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On account of the assumption each h' has only a finite number of zeros
on B. Let us denote the zeros of hj by w{, ••••, wj
vj, where multiple zeros are
repeated according to their multiplicities. And set
Λ/w) = Π (w-wί) .
Then these Rj satisfy the assumption of Theorem 3.1. Therefore
So we can find some &J, •••, ko^H such that
If we set
then every hJ0 is contained in H and
ΣA^^ΣΛ^O- i
y=ι y*=i
Consequently
Q.E.D.
Corollary 3.3. Z,^  A1, •••, /zw (m>2) be elements of H. Assume that every
hj has no zeros on dB and that no point of B is a zero of all hj. Then
Proof. Each hj has only a finite number of zeros in B. Indeed, if hj
has an infinite number of zeros in B, the zeros of hj has at least one accumu-
lation point on dB, which contradicts the assumption.
Hence we can derive the conclusion similarly to the proof of Corollary 3.2.
The following theorem gives an example of Banach space which is splitted
into two infinite dimensional subspaces. It should be noted that an infinite
dimensional Banach space can not be splitted generally unless it is a Hubert
space.
Theorem 3.4. Assume thai Rlt ~yRm (m>2) satisfy the assumption of
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Theorem 3.1. Let A be a subset of Hm~Hχ ~xH defined by
m
A = {h = (h\ .~,hm)<=ΞHm\'ΣRμ = 0} .
y = ι
Then A is a closed subspace of Hm and splits Hm. More presicely
where
K--=kH={(k% ,kmf)\f<aH}
fit
with some k=(kl, •• ,km)^Hm satisfying ^Rjkj—l. Moreover the above k is
ί = l
unique up to modulo A.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 there exists some- &=(#, ~ykm)&Hm such that
*J2Rjkj=\. If another k=(k\ •••, km)(ΞHm satisfies %Rjk*=l, it follows thatj=ι y=ι
y=ι
so &— £e A Thus the uniqueness part has been proved.
Obviously
hence we must show the opposite nclusion.
Let h=(hl, ••••, hm) be an arbitrary element of Hm and set
If we define two functions hly h2 in H
m
 as
A1 = (^-fty,...,A"-ft"/)
and
A, = (*yf».,A7),
A! is contained in ^4 and A2 is contained in jK~. In fact
=/-/== o
Moreover
h = hl+h2.
Consequently we have proved the following relation:
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Finally assume heAflK. Then there exists some f&H such that A=
(klf, -,kj). Therefore
which implies that λ=0. Q.E.D.
4. Some local properties of 9JΪ
In this section we return to our set 3DΪ of minimal surfaces, which was
defined in section 1. An element of 9)1 is called a regular minimal surface
iff it has no branch points on B. We shall show a local property of 2JΪ which
is stated as follows:
Theorem 4.1. L^ί/0e3Jί be a regular minimal surface which can be analy-
tically extended across its boundary. Then there exists an open neighborhood U
0//o in ξ>, such that U Π 9JΪ is isomorphic to an open set of an infinite dimensional
Banach space.
In the course of proving Theorem 4.1 the following lemma plays a funda-
mental role.
Lemma 4.2 (Lang [5], p. 17 Corollary 2s.). Let U be an open subset of
a Banach space E and let i/r: U-+F a Ck-mapping (k>l) into a Banach space F.
For an arbitrary point x0^U assume that the Frechet derivative Dψ(x0) of ι|r at
x0 is surjective and that its kernel splits E. Then there exists an open subset U'
of U containing x0 and an open subset V of KerDψ*(x0) such that U' (Ί ^ ^(O) and
V are isomorphic.
This is a corollary to the infinite dimensional version of the so-called in-
verse mapping theorem.
Now let us suppose that /0 = (/o, •• ,/o)^9Jί satisfies the assumption of
Theorem 4.1. Thep each f}Qw is holomorphic on an open set containing B,
and therefore it has a finite number of zeros on B, otherwise is a constant 0
on B. Since /0 is a regular surface, at least 2 functions fJ0 are non-constant.
We may assume that /J, /o, •••,/? (2<m<n) are non-constant without loss
of generality. Therefore each/^ 0/=1> 2, •••, m) has a finite number of zeros
on B.
Let us denote the zeros of/L by w{, •••, w{. (j=l, 2, ••-, m), where mul-
tiple zeros are repeated as many times as their order indicates. And set
A = l
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Now recall the mapping φ which was defined in section 2. Let us con-
cern ourselves with the Frechet derivative of φ at /0, which is denoted by
Z)φ(/0). First we prove the following
Lemma 4.3. -Dφ(/0) : Φ -> H is surjective.
Proof. At first we shall show the identity
(4.1)
Indeed, (2.4) implies trivially
So we have only to prove the opposite inclusion. Let h be an arbitrary ele-
ment of Σ RjH Then
with some hj^H (/=!, 2, •••, w). Note that the function
ί , y
β
 1,2, ...,«,
is well-defined and belongs to H. The path-independent indefinite integral
with the normalization £;(0)=0 determines a function belonging to Cr>0>(]3,
which induces a w-vector
n — m
Since
= 2 Σ/L^W = Σ/LG' = h
we have obtained our desired inclusion:
which proves (4.1).
By virtue of the relation (4.1) and Theorem 3.1 we can deduce
Q.E.D.
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In the next place we shall investigate Ker Dφ(fQ). To this end it is con-
venient to introduce a new function space
& = {p<=Cr>«(B9 R)\Δp - 0 in B}
and to define a mapping σ: ^-^HmχRmχ^ι~m by
for eachg=(g1, g2, •••,£*)££>. Then σ has the following property:
Lemma 4.4. σ w tf continuous linear isomorphism of ξ> onto Hm xRmX Φΐ~w.
And the restriction of σ to Ker Dφ(f0) induces a linear isomorphism from Ker Dφ(fQ)
onto AxRmX$?t~m, where A is a closed subspace of Hm defined by
A= {h = (h\ .», hm)€ΞHmφRfi = 0} .
y=ι
Proof. Obviously σ is linear. Assume <r(g)=Q for some g = (g1, "',gn)
eξ). Then g\=g\= •- =^=^=^^(0)= - =gm(0)=g^= - =£"=0.
Hence £=0, and therefore σ is injective. Let h=(h\ •••, hm, c\ •••, cn\ gm+\ ••-,
^
n
) be an element of HmχRmx&"~m. Then we can define a unique harmonic
function gj^&ι which satisfies relations
for each j=l, 2, •••, m. ]?utg=(gl, g2, •••,£")• Then g belongs to φ and σ(#)
=A, which means that σ is surjective. And we have proved the first half of
the lemma.
So obviously g belongs to Ker Dφ(f0) if and only if σ(g) belongs to AxRmx
ξ>ϊ~w, and the latter half of the lemma has been proved.
Using the above Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 3.4, we see the splitting pro-
perty of J&rZ>φ(/
β
).
Lemma 4.5. Ker Dφ(f0) splits ξ>.
From Theorem 3.4, A is infinite dimensional, and therefore Ker Z)φ(/0)
is also infinite dimensional. By virtue of Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.5 we can
use Lemma 4.2 and obtain Theorem 4.1.
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Corollary 4.6. Le//0e3Ji be a regular minimal surface spanned by a regular
analytic Jordan curve. Then there exists an open neighborhood U of /0 in ξ>,
such that U Π 2Jί is isomorphic to an open set of an infinite dimensional Banach
space.
Proof. Since/0e2JΪ has a regular analytic boundary, it can be extended
as a minimal surface beyond QB (Lewy [6]). Consequently /0 satisfies the
assumption of Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D.
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